5 Reasons Why its Time to Try a Techno-Aide
Stealth Sponge
Your practice uses loads of radiology accessories today. Techno Aide strives to
design and provide the best of each category of radiology accessory. That's why our
catalog has the enormous selection that it does. But sometimes, it's the little things in
your radiology accessory arsenal that can make or break your day, or a patient's
experience at your practice.
One such radiology accessory is the humble positioning sponge. Rad techs the world
over use positioning sponges to help patients hold still in awkward positions, for as
long as it takes to get a crisp, clear image. These Positioning sponges generally don't
cost a lot, and they don't take up a ton of room in the supply closet, but when they
work poorly they can surely be the source of
tremendous frustration for you and
your patients. Here are five ways that Techno Aide positioning sponges, within our Stealth Sponge line (stealth
core & stealth cote), provide the best positioning sponge experience on the market.
Clarity. It all comes down to image clarity. Stealth Core and Stealth Cote sponges are made of a sturdy microfoam that never shows up on images in the form of ghosting or line artifacts. What's more, we design our
sponges with no hard edges, creases, or sharp corners, which also create artifacts in our competitor designs.
Cleanliness. All Techno Aide sponges are easy to clean, but our Stealth Cote line features a non-vinyl plastic
coating to make them even more sanitary. Anti-fungal, anti-bacterial, anti-everything, these sponges clean up
fast and will look new for years when properly maintained.
Solid. Most vinyl-coated sponges slip on the imaging table. That's why Techno Aide uses no vinyl in our stealth
cote sponges, and designs each sponge with a wider base to maximize surface area and stability.
Versatility. Don't see the exact model or design feature that you need? Techno Aide is a privately owned company, and we design and manufacture all of our own sponges. Contact us with your design requirements, and
we'll create a customized sponge (or sponges) for your unique business needs.
Comfort. All of the above translates into comfort for your patients which is, in many ways, the most important
aspect of the imaging process. There is little point in getting a clear image if your patient feels put off by the
imaging experience. This dissatisfaction can come from several sources: a dirty or worn out old positioning
sponge, a sponge that doesn't fit well and causes discomfort, slippage, using the wrong model to achieve stability because the correct positional design is not in stock. Don't let these disappointments cost you business.
Sponges may be a small fraction of your accessory or operational inventory, but because they come in direct
contact with your patients, they should be afforded extra care and attention.
Positioning sponges are just one small part of your practice, but they have a lot of importance, in image clarity,
staff happiness/frustration, and patient comfort/satisfaction. Maybe it's time to try out a few Techno Aide's New
Light Green Stealth positioning sponges; it could make all the difference for your practice.

